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Lille, France

President’s Report to the WBF Congress
Mr. Jaime Ortiz-Patiño, WBF President Emeritus, Mr. José
Damiani, WBF Chairman Emeritus, dear colleagues, dear
Delegates, dear friends, good morning and welcome to Lille
for the celebration of the WBF Congress.
Before going more deeply into our matters, I would like
to remember with you the friends who have sadly passed
away. From all these friends I particularly remember Ding
Guan Gen, President of the WBF Congress, who died few
days ago. Mr. Ding was a great personality who honored his
country and the entire bridge movement. His passing will
leave a great void in the bridge family, but also, I am convinced, a great memory. May I ask you to please rise for a
minute’s silence in his memory.
Almost two years have passed since our Congress in
Philadelphia, where I had the privilege and the honor to
succeed José Damiani as President of the Federation and
today, for the first time, I am here, in the position of WBF
President, to report to you about the activities carried out
since then.
First of all I want to express my gratitude to my predecessors Jimmy Ortiz-Patiño, Ernesto d’Orsi, Bobby Wolff
and José Damiani for the exceptional job they did in building and developing this great Federation. I had the opportunity to work with them, to learn from them and, above
all, to have their friendship. I hope to have been a good student and to be able to put into practice their valuable
teaching, and I am grateful that they are still close to me
and offer me their suggestions and support.
In my presentation to the Executive Council in Philadelphia I said, and I repeat here, that our primary objective
should be to consolidate definitively the organizational
structure of the Federation and its rules. Thus a solid and
unshakeable structure can be built which permits us to
plan calmly without worrying about the future; a structure
capable of guaranteeing functioning and efficiency, irrespective of the officers at the helm: men pass but institutions
remain, and this is more probable the more solid the institution’s structure is.
I believe that the WBF today needs modern, clear and
precise By-Laws (Statutes), maintaining and consolidating,
of course, our roots, principles and traditions, inspired by
the most advanced associative criteria, the fundamental
principles of the IOC, and especially by the inalienable criteria of transparency and democracy.The general principles
of the By-Laws (Statutes) are therefore democracy, the
certainty of the rules, the division of power, transparency
and publicity. The Statutes must include the Institutional
and Constitutional rules of the Federation. It is necessary
to institute Systematic Regulations; that is, the Regulations
for putting into effect the statutory rules which dictate the
fundamental principles but not the procedures: Regulations, therefore, which provide not only the functioning
procedures of the Executive Council and the various Committees, but also the procedures and administrative functions of the whole apparatus. This is necessary in order to
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have guidelines which will allow us to operate without
problems and especially without needing to re-interpret
every time and consequently require opinions and consultancy.
The Executive Council unanimously shared this program
and we immediately started work.
The first step was to organize the work of the Executive
Council and the Committees. We decided to continue the
annual EC Meetings during the World Championships, and
to have a meeting of the Presidential Council and the Management Committee in Spring and in Autumn respectively,
hosted alternatively by the ACBL and the EBL, who both
agreed to cooperate with us, giving us the opportunity to
realize this program. The system works and is very successful, and I take the occasion to thank both the ACBL and
EBL once again for their great help and support.
With respect to the structural organization, we agreed to
put all our efforts into building and organizing of a true secretariat structure with all the services brought together in
the headquarters in Lausanne, in common with the majority of the other International Sport Federations. In addition
to any other political consideration, this is the best way to
rationalize the work organization and the resources at our
disposal, finally bringing together what used to be spread
out in different places.
Now the office is alive with personnel operating. The office has been equipped with the necessary furnishings, we
have our own telephone and internet lines and Carol von
Linstow has been working there regularly since 1st July
2011.
At the same time, the Technological Commission started
to work on restructuring the organization of our web-site
and at the end of this year the project will be completed.
From 1st January 2013 it will start to operate. It means that
we will have our new self-governing web-site and the operator web-master will take his place in the Lausanne Office.
We have already obtained official recognition from the
Canton de Vaud and the City of Lausanne and we can benefit from all the fiscal and administrative facilities (i.e. tax
exemption).
With the help of our Swiss lawyer, we planned to fulfill all
obligations concerning the documentation to submit to the
Authorities, to be definitively incorporated in the Swiss
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Law. First of all the registration at the Chamber of Commerce in Lausanne as an International Sports Body and
then the notarization of our Constitution and By-Laws, to
have finally an official recognized document to prove our
legal existence beyond doubt.
From the point of view of the Laws and the Regulations,
the Executive Council approved the Disciplinary Code, instituting the Disciplinary Commission, the Eligibility Code,
the TDs Rules & Regulations, and instituting the WBF TDs
Official Register. With our Lawyers in Lausanne we are
studying a restructuring of our By-Laws, to introduce
Statutes which reflect the above mentioned considerations, in perfect harmony with the principles of the
Olympic Charter.
The organization of the Championships is one of the
most important duties of our office. In 2011, we organized
the World Youth Congress in Opatja, Croatia and the
World Teams Championships, together with the World
Transnational Open Teams, in Veldhoven, Netherlands. In
2012, we organized the Youth Teams Championship in Tai
Cang, China.
All the events have been successful, and I am very pleased
to express once again our gratitude to the Organizers and
the Sponsor friends who enabled us to achieve this success.
The Youth Bridge Congress was held from 19th to 31st
August 2011. The organization of the event was excellent,
thanks to the Youth Committee, chaired by Ata Aydin and
the remarkable work done by the LOC, chaired by Goran
Grguric, and the Croatian Federation and its President Jurica Caric, to whom our gratitude goes together with many
congratulations.
The 2011 Veldhoven Championship, sponsored by BC ’t
Onstein and its Chairman Hans Melchers, met with
tremendous success. It was organized in cooperation with
the Dutch Federation following the criteria of the highest
standards for the comfort of the players and was characterized by the latest technology and media broadcasting.
For the first time in a World Championship, the Card Reader System was used, operating with cameras registering the
bidding and play, thus capturing all the data and providing
video-records of the entire match. I am very pleased to
commend the perfect job done by our Dutch friends, led
by Eric Laurant, Jos van der Mars and Armand Trippaers.
Just a few days ago in Tai Cang, we ran the World Youth
Teams Championship. I can assure you that it was a truly
great event, attended by 47 teams representing 23 NBOs,
thanks the marvelous organization of the LOC and the
CCBA. I want to express once again our gratitude to the
President Xiang Huaicheng, the General Secretary Fan
Guangsheng and our colleague Chen Zelan.
Despite the success of these events, we need to be aware
that we are living one the most difficult moments for the
economy. It is one of the most severe crises of the last century: a crisis that has persisted for a long time, involving almost every sector and which has had a very heavy effect
on daily life.
It is impossible to believe that this situation would not influence our discipline and our movement. It influences the

5th World Transnational Mixed Teams
organization and development of our discipline starting at
club level (which represents the grass roots of every sports
movement); it influences the organization of our events and
the attendance; it influences the research for resources
both internal and external in our world, making it ever
more difficult each day.
In any case, the success of these events should not give us
the impression that we are immune. For this reason, in
planning our future activity, we need to pay particular attention to the situation. We must not forget that, behind
each corner, a surprise is always possible and we need to
be able to face any difficult situation. The Championship
that we are living here in Lille seems to confirm this.
One of the primary objectives of our activity is the development of Youth Bridge. We all have to be aware that
Youth Bridge represents the sole guarantee of our future,
the sole guarantee of the continuity and the existence itself of our discipline and our movement. (vedere traduzione)
We are working to constitute a fund for the solidarity and
development of Youth Bridge and we decided to organize
three or four simultaneous events a year, starting next autumn, devolving the entire income to this project. In addition, the Technological Committee is studying the possibility to introduce regular internet tournaments, whose income will be entirely devolved to this project.
We believe that Internet today is the most important way
to stimulate the Youth to approach bridge. We already have
a fantastic internet bridge program both for teachers and
pupil, very easy to find and to use, and we are reinforcing
the activity of our Teaching Committee to improve it further
Our relations with the International Bodies, IOC,
SportAccord and IMSA are excellent and we can reap great
advantages in developing, improving and consolidating our
movement by cooperating with them.
Starting from November 2010, I had the opportunity to
visit practically all the Zones, many NBOs and several
clubs. Everywhere I was warmly welcomed with friendship
and I found passion, enthusiasm, professionalism and dedication everywhere I went, which showed that our movement is alive and has tremendous potential.
Before closing my report I want to express my thanks to
my colleagues of the Executive Council and the Committees, to Anna, Carol, Marina and Maurizio who are my closest collaborators and practically assist and support me
daily, armed with great patience, and last but not least to
our fantastic Championship Staff: all of them have done and
are still doing a very good job, enabling the WBF to realize
its programs and achieve its objectives.
Finally I want to thank you, the Federations, for your
friendship and cooperation. Let me say, once again, that if
the WBF is able to achieve any result it is because of you,
because you have to be aware that you are the WBF and
we are at your service.You are the sophisticated car, we are
simply the privileged drivers, hoping to be up to the task
you assigned to us for this fantastic race.
Thank you dear friends and un abbraccio to you all.
Gianarrigo Rona, President, World Bridge Federation
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cura dell’Istruttore Michele Leone

Relazione di Gianarrigo Rona
durante il recente congresso della World Bridge Federation (WBF)

Sempre più
simultanei.
Ora anche in
BBO

Traduzione del testo evidenziato (in giallo) tratto dal Bollettino N. 3 del 12
agosto 2012 durante il 2nd WORLD MIND GAMES di Lille – Francia.
Stiamo lavorando per costituire un fondo di solidarietà e sviluppo del
Bridge verso i giovani e abbiamo deciso di organizzare tre o quattro
simultanei all’anno, a partire dal prossimo autunno, devolvendo l'intero
incasso a questo progetto. Inoltre, il Comitato Tecnologico sta studiando la
possibilità di introdurre tornei regolari di Internet, il cui ricavato sarà
interamente devoluto a questo progetto. Noi crediamo che oggi Internet è
il modo più importante per spingere i giovani ad approcciare il bridge.
Abbiamo già un fantastico programma di bridge su internet sia per gli
insegnanti che per gli alunni (1), molto facile da trovare e da utilizzare, e
stiamo consolidando l'attività del nostro Collegio dei Docenti per
migliorarlo ulteriormente.
Dal 1° gennaio 2013 inizierà ad operare il nuovo sitoweb della WBF.

il progetto

”Money Facile”

Quanto versiamo
ogni anno alla
WBF?
Quante riunioni
a Losanna?

Nella relazione di Rona si parla anche nella nuova sede (2) della WBF
situata a Losanna (Svizzera), in comune con la maggior parte delle altre
Federazioni sportive internazionali (numerose le agevolazioni fiscali offerte
dalla Confederazione elvetica).
Nelle pagine che seguono la descrizione del complesso di quattro edifici di
Losanna.

________________________________________________________
(1) Praticamente il progetto ”Bridge Facile” di Tamburi, mai considerato da Medugno, ora
lo rilancia Rona, boh! - In che lingua poi? E i nostri 40.000 + 50.000 euro spesi?
Arriveranno i chiarimenti dal nuovo Consigli Federale?
(2) Visti i prezzi, costava forse meno trasferire la sede della FIGB in Svizzera. Facciamo
presente che le sale tornei della sede di via Washington a Milano, sono ancora inagibili.
Indubbiamente un progetto nato male e gestito peggio, non a caso il Presidente Rona è
fuggito all’estero nella bella sede di Losanna.

Join the

world’s sport’s leaders
in the Olympic Capital, join the MSI!
Construction of a 4th building to start in September 2009

They have already chosen the MSI

Get connected
to the sport’s
community
network

After less than one year, the MSI's
three buildings were already
at full capacity. Therefore,
it has now been officially decided
to move ahead with the construction of a fourth building starting in
September 2009. This building will
be built adjacent to the existing
three and will offer the exact same
services.
Come and join those sports
organisations who have already
chosen the Maison du Sport
International, among more
than 40 sports organisations
already established in Lausanne
and Region.

International Federations
FITA
Archery
BWF
Badminton (branch office)
FIBT
Bobsleigh and Tobogganing
AIBA
Boxing
WBF
Bridge
ICF
Canoe
FIDE
Chess
FIE
Fencing
FISA
Rowing
ISF
Softball (European office)
FICS
Sport Chiropractic
WTF
Taekwondo (branch office)
Sport Organisations
IOC
4 departments
AISTS
Académie Internationale des Sciences
et Techniques du Sport (branch office)
CPA
Cyclistes Professionnels Associés
AGFIS
General Association of International
Sports Federations (branch office)
ICSD
International Committee of Sports for the Deaf
IMGA
International Masters Games Association
FISU
International University Sports Federation
(branch office)
AIPS
Press Association
Sportaccord
WFSGI
Sporting Goods Industry
ASOIF
Summer Olympic Federation Association
WADA
World anti-doping agency (European office)
Sports related firms
Carlson Wagon Lit
Ernst & Young
Event Knowledge Services
F2FX
Ibarrola Sports International Law
IEC in Sports
J. de Heer Consulting
RBO Organisations
SAG Management
SINERGI Sports Consulting
sportcentric
Jean-Pierre Strebel

General conditions
for welcoming international sports
organisations in Lausanne
> Rent-free office premises for the first 2 years in case of establishment
of your headquarter
> Exemption from cantonal, communal and federal direct taxes on profit and capital
> Permanent support from a “single contact point”, facilitating and simplifying
administrative dealings
> Conditions deals with questions concerning
• Entry into Switzerland
• Customs regulations
• Residence & work permits
• Value-added tax (VAT)
• Direct taxation
• Real Estate
> Possibility of taking part in regular meetings with international federation leaders
> Participation for your staff in free training seminars about different sports management topics
> Social "get togethers" for the Direction and their staff
> www.ifsports-guide.ch

Your
>
>
>
>
>
>

immediate benefits

Numerous synergies with other international sports actors
Attractive working conditions
Shared services resulting in operational cost savings
Beautiful natural surroundings
Located at the heart of the Olympic Capital
Situated near the headquarters of the IOC, two minutes from the motorway
and 40 minutes by car from Geneva International Airport

Services included
in the rental price
>
>
>
>
>
>

Modular and fitted meeting rooms
Cafeteria
Fitness room with changing rooms and showers
On-site maintenance service
Travel agency
Secured 24-hours access to buildings

Rental price for the 4th house
Type of floor space

Net annual rent (services included)

Floor space

Offices

CHF 300.–/m2

1’328 m2

Storage areas

CHF 175.–/m2

236 m2

Underground car park

CHF 180.–/space per month

26 places

The purchase prices are available upon request.
All prices are subject to change.

The right place
for the right contacts
The MSI – the "Home of
International Sport"– is a
unique complex that
brings together under
one roof several of
the leading players in
international sports administration. The MSI hosts
the headquarters of more
than twenty international
sports federations and
organisations and some
ten companies active in
the field of sport.

Strategically positioned by the shores of Lake
Geneva, the Maison du Sport International
(MSI – the "Home of International Sport"),
officially opened on June 2006 and comprises
a reception building and three office blocks,
forming a modern, welcoming and functional
complex in a prime location. Apart from 4,300
m2 of office space, the building provides
conference rooms, a cafeteria and a gym. It
also offers a series of small, fully-equipped
offices with a shared reception and various
additional services such as a photocopying
machine, fax, internet, telephone lines, cleaning services etc.
This new infrastructure, owned in equal parts
by the City of Lausanne, the State of Vaud and
the International Olympic Committee constitutes a remarkable opportunity for International Sports Federations, allowing them to work
together, cultivate contacts, share experience
and exploit synergies. More over, it enhances
the status of Lausanne, as administrative
capital of international sport.
Construction of the fourth building will start
in September 2009. Come and join the
expanding Maison du Sport Internaitonal.
The MSI is waiting for you!
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For more information,
please contact Sabrina Tramparulo, Delegate
for international sport on + 41 21 315 42 15,
e-mail: sabrina.tramparulo@lausanne.ch or
visit www.msi-lausanne.ch
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Un noto circolo di bridge in Italia

